presents

JAZZ BANDS IN CONCERT!

FEATURING

JAZZ LAB BAND

DIRECRED BY DR. UTAH HAMRICK

JAZZ ORCHESTRA

DIRECRED BY DR. ANDREW CHEETHAM

AND

JAZZ ENSEMBLE

DIRECRED BY DR. UTAH HAMRICK

SUNDAY | OCTOBER 18, 2020
SAN MARCOS, TX

2PM | LIVE STREAM
TEXAS STATE PRESENTS
Jazz Lab Band

Senator Sam
On Green Dolphin Street
Freddie Freeloader
Caravan
Honk

Jazz Orchestra

Tall Cotton
All Blues
Black Orpheus
My Foolish Heart
Three and One

Jazz Ensemble

A Tribute to Art Fern
On Green Dolphin Street
All of Me
Hot Monkey Love
Solos
JAZZ ENSEMBLE PERSONNEL

SAXES
Dexter Zabriskie- Alto
Nick Pastrano- Alto
Mason Fuller- Tenor
Luke Bartels- Tenor
Brian Golden- Bari

TROMBONES
Josh Thompson
Eli Meece
Chris Martinez
Arthur Motl- Bass

RHYTHM SECTION
Dayne Reliford- Piano
Aiden Potter- Guitar
Blake O’Neal- Guitar
Josh Lowe - Bass
Cole Yates - Bass
Isaac Pulido-Drums
Israel Yanez- Drums

TRUMPETS
Jonathan Pawelka
Josh Torres
Josh Salmon
Thomas Shafer
JAZZ LAB PERSONNEL

SAXES
Andrew Bracken - Alto
Rachel Morales – Alto
Alex Roddy – Tenor
Ethan Boehmer – Tenor
Bryce Sonnier – Bari

TROMBONES
Julian Moreno
Alex Gonzales
Elian Torres
Daniel Rodriguez – Bass

RHYTHM SECTION
John Kankins - Piano
Dallas Anderson - Guitar
Miles Davis - Guitar
Cezar Retana - Guitar
Brodie Barnes - Bass
Vance Hazen - Bass
Joe Ponder - Drums
Kevin Schultz - Drums

TRUMPETS
Andrew Confair
Kye Ohm
Andrew Rogister
Aaron Thomas

JAZZ ORCHESTRA PERSONNEL

SAXES
Deizmin Shaw - Alto
Jaiden Weaver - Alto
Troy Kaufman - Tenor
Mark DeLeon - Tenor
Dominick Flores - Bari

TROMBONES
Adam Conlan
William Wallace
Lorenzo Mobley
Daniel Rodriguez – Bass

RHYTHM SECTION
Gabriela Thorn – Piano
Jon Portillo – Guitar
Dalton Zinsmeyer – Guitar
Derek Thigpen – Bass
David Heyn - Bass
Evan Luna - Drums

TRUMPETS
Scott MacDonald
Jon King Orozco
Jose Vela
Jorge Rivera

Texas State University is a tobacco-free campus.